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Representing Handlebodies by Plumbing
and Surgery*
By
Hiroyasu ISHIMOTO**

Introduction

Let Wr=Dm\J{\jDni X D*-*} be a handlebody. Although W has various
{/<}

•' = !

such representations, we fix the representation. If 2^<77z, tfi>6 and n ^>2,
JF is diffeomorphic to the sum of (TTI—- n,)-disk bundles over ^-spheres.
This is obtained by constructing disjoint spheres S* each of which has D'"
= D" X o as the one hemisphere and a disk D" in Dm as the other hemisphere
and by tying with bands the tubular neighbourhoods of the zi-sheres Sn{
= Dt}\UDjn. But, if 27i>77i, there arise non-empty intersections of the
7i-disks D". In this paper, we consider how handlebodies can be constructed
from (m — ^)-disk bundles over n -spheres in the case when 2n'>m. This
problem was motivated to analyze the structure of such m -manifolds with
non-trivial homology groups only at dimensions 0, k, m — k, and m, (m^
2k). The results are given in the section 6 as an application.
In Hi 3], J. Milnor constructed the manifolds which are parallelizable
and have exotic spheres as their boundaries. There, some 2A;-disk bundles
over 2&-spheres are plumbed correspondingly with a suitable matrix, and in
order to kill the fundamental group of the plumbing manifold a proper disk
is attached to the boundary. In CllH, M. Kerevaire also constructed a
manifold like that by plumbing 5-disk bundles over 5-spheres.
In this paper, we generalize those constructions of J. Milnor and M.
Kervaire. The generalization is done by plumbing (m — ra)-disk bundles over
n,-spheres along (2n — m)-spheres or tori which are imbedded in the ^-spheres,
Received June 8, 1971.
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the base spaces of the disk bundles, and have normal (m — 7i)-framings, and
then, by attaching proper disks to the boundary of the plumbing manifold.
Those disk bundles are plumbed correspondingly to a matrix of which components are the elements of Ii2n-m = ^n-i(Sm~n~l) (2m>3n + 3).
Thus we can show that handlebodies W can be obtained by these
generalized constructions under the condition that 277i>3n-f 3, ra>3. The
results are given in the section 5.
To study the intersections of n -disks in handlebodies, we use Wells'
proposition [JL9], p. 393. Using it, we can modify the intersections to be
simpler.

The plumbing along spheres (possibly exotic) and the plumbing

along tori, in place of spheres, are considered in the sections 3 and 4.
Our results are shown in the differentiable case.

For PL case, we

must obtain the matter corresponding to Wells' proposition.
I would like to express my thanks to Professor N. Shimada for his
encouragement and kind advices.

Ie
Let

Intersection of re-disks

W=Dm \J {Dl X D^~n\J D\ X D^ ~n} be a handlebody with two
{/l./2>

handles, where /,-: dDn{X Drf~n-^dDm,
the representation.

i = l, 2, are attaching maps.

Consider the link f i ( S f ~

l

X o)W/ 2 (5r

1x

We fix

o) in Sm~l,

where Srl = 9Dni9 i = l, 2, Sm~l = dDm. If m-n^3, fz(Sr1 x °) in s™~1
— fi(S2~~l><o) induces the linking element ^12 which is the element of
7rn^i(Sm~n~1).

Similarly ^2i is defined and we know that ^21 — (~l) w ^i2-

Let 2m>3n + 3. Then, in Dm, each fi(Sni~l >< o) bounds an ra-disk D?.
If DI and Z>2 can be chosen disjointly, W is diffeomorphic to the sum of
two (m-n)-disk bundles over n -spheres.

If D^ and D% intersect by any

means, we may assume that they intersect transversely and K2>n~m = Dv[r\D12
is a submanifold of DJ and D%. We wish to take Df and D% so that each
components of K2n~m are simpler and the number of the components is less.
In the following arguments, we show that the linking element /1 12 is the
key to the problem.
Let Mm be a m -dimensional differentiable manifold with boundary.
p

q

m

D and D be imbedded disks in M

Let

of dimension p and q such that dDp,
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dDqCdMm and dDpr\Dq = Dpr\dDq = <f>.
p+q m

the restriction of & to K
p+q m

frames to K

~

We assume that Dp and Dq in-

Take a field & of normal (m — p)-frames to Dp.

tersect transversely.

p
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Then

q

~ = D r\D defines a field of normal (m—p)-

in Z>*. We denote it by &/K.

&/K

does not depend

on the choice of 3* up to homotopy under a fixed orientation. Applying
the Pontrjagin-Thom construction, we obtain an element of nq(Sm~p), which
we denote by H(DP, Dq). Similarly l(Dq, Dp) is defined.

They are equal

up to sign under the stable suspension.
Haefliger's Theorem.

//

M is (p + q — m + iyconnected and 2m

>max(j0, q)+p + q-\-3, there is an isotopy ht of DPCM, fixed on dDp,
such that ht(Dp)r\dDq=<t> and hi(Dp)r\Dq = (f> if and only if t(Dp, Dq) = Q.
([5], p. 245-07)
Applying this to our case, we have
Theorem I.I. If 2m>3n + 3, there is an isotopy ht of DlCDm, fixed
on 6>Df, such that ht(Dl)r\dDl = <l> and hi(D^)C\Dl = ^ if and only if

On the other hand, Wall defined in Cl8j a bilinear map A : nn( W)
XTCn(W}-^nn(Sm~n)

which is ( — l)w-symmetric.

Let e{, i = l,2, be the

basis of nn(W) defined by S^D^D^X o, i = I, 2. Then, from the
definition of the bilinear map, A(ei, 62) coincides with ^(Df, D%), and in
[18], p. 260, it is known that A(ei, e2) = ^i2, where S: nn^i(Sm-n-1)-^
iin(Sm~n} is the suspension homomorphism. We note that 7Tn_i(Sm~n~l) is
stable when 2m^>3n + 3. Thus we know
Lemma 1.2. // 2m>3n + 3, /l(Df, Dg) is equal to Ai2 as the elements
of the stable homotopy group ~n.2n-m = Kn
Thus, if ^12 is not zero, by any means, Df and D\ intersect each other.
To modify the intersection K.'ln~m^=D\C\DV2^ we use the following theorem
which we call Wells' proposition.
Let Mm be a m- -dimensional differentiate manifold with bonudary.

Let
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Dp and Dq be imbedded disks1} in M m of dimension p and q such that dDp,
dDqC9Mm and dDpr\Dq = Dpr\dDq=(f>.
m

Let q>2(p + q-m) + 3 and U

be an arbitrary open set in M

such that Ur\Dq is diffeomorphic to q-

dimensional Euclidean space Rq.

We may assume that Dp and Dq intersect

transversely in U. Let K=Dpr\Dq and let (L\ K, K'} be an elementary
cobordism, that is, L is a cobordism of K and X7 and has a Morse function
which is equal to o on K and 1 on Kr and has exactly one critical point.
When we are given an isotopy ht : Dp —> Mm of the inclusion Dp C -MW5 fixed
on 9DP, define the imbedding H:DpxI^MmxI
where / is the unit interval.

as #O, t} = (ht(x\
p

q

t\

m

Then the quadruple (ht ; D , D , M } is called

to realize (L; K, K') if and only if the following conditions are satisfied;
1)

H is transverse regular along Dq X I

2)

Li = H(DpxI)r\(DqxI)

is diffeomorphic to L.

We may assume that LiC(Ur\Dq) x I.

A normal (m— p)-framing J5"

of DpXo in MmXo can be canonically extended to J5*! that of Dp X I in
MmxL
9

Define 2i by &i/Li and <7i by J5"/^.

Under a diffeomorphism

q

Ur\D -+R , the framing (Ti corresponds to the framing tf in Rq.
L(^RqxI and let 2
R9Xo.

Let

be a normal (m, — jD)-framing which extends ff in

Then, (ht\ Dp, Dq, M\

a realization of (L; K, Kf\

is called to

7

realize the framed elementary cobordism (L, 2 ; K, K ) if and only if the
following condition is satisfied;
20

Under some diffeomorphism (Ur\Dq} X I-»Rq X I, LI is diffeo-

morphic to L and the framing £!i corresponds to the framing 2Wells' Proposition.

//

Mm is (p + q — m + l)-connected and p, q

m) + 3, then any framed elementary cobordism (L, 2 j K> -K"')
extends the canonical framing of K can be realized by (ht ; Z^, D47, M}
where ht is an isotopy of DPCM fixed on dDp. [19], p. 393.
Thus any framed cobordism which has (K, o~) as the one boundary can
be realized by the composition of finitely many isotopies of DPCM each
fixed on dDp, because any framed cobordism can be expressed as a com1) Although the submanifolds intersecting in Mm are more general in the original
proposition of Wells, we restrict them to the case when they are disks for simplicity.
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position of finitely many framed elementary cobordisms. The nullity of
A(DP9 Dq) is a necessary and sufficient condition to separate Dp from D9 by
an isotopy fixed on dDp.

So that, applying the proposition to our case, by

Lemma 1.2 we have
Theorem 1.3. Let /,•: S?'1^ Sm~l = dDm, i = l, 2, be two disjoint
imbeddings and let ^i2^^n-i(Sm'n~l) be the linking element.
n

We assume
m

that 2m;>3rc + 3. Let D {, i = !9 2, fe imbedded n-disks in D

bounded by

fi(Srl\ * = !, 2, swc/2 /Ac; Dir\dDn2 = dDir\Dn2 = ^. Assume that Dn{, i = l,
2, intersect transversely at K2n~m= D\r\D\. Let K'2n~m be any framed
manifold in the framed cobordism class which corresponds to Ai 2 €ll2«-w
^O&*£cd.
that

Then there exists an isotopy ht of D\dDm, fixed on 9DJ, such

ht(D$r\dD% = <fi and hl(Dl)r\Dn2 = K'2n'm.

Especially, D\ can be

separated from D\ by such an isotopy if and only if Ai2 = 0.

2.

Special Cases

Let //: Snj-l->Sm-l = dDm, i = l, 2, be two disjoint imbeddings and let
Ai2€.nn-i(Sm~n~l) be the linking element.
n

We suppose that 2m>3n + 3.
m

Let D i, i = l, 2, be imbedded rc-disks in D bounded by f{(Srl\

i = l, 2,

such that Dir\dDl = dDir\Dl = <l). Assume that D?, i = l, 2, intersect transversely and let K'2'n~m — D\r\D\. In this section, we discuss the special
cases of m up to 2n — m<^7, and we study what KZn~m can be when we
move DI by isotopies.
We have the following table, where /: 7r 2w
is the /-homomorphism.
Table 2.1
Case

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

77i = dim W

27,>3,+3 ^ ^ , ^ 0 , ^ = 0

2n

n> 3

271-1

7l> 5

271 — 2
27i-3
271—4
27i-5
27i-6
2ra-7

n> 7
n> 9
71>11
7l>13
7l>15
7l>17

\X12\
!
j

Points, <j)

s\

S^xS1,
S3,

<t>

<f>
^
$
$
5 3 x5 3 ,
^

57,

9

ll2TC-m

Z

zz

Z2

ZZ1
0
0
zz

^240

n,.../im. /
Z
0

z*

0
0
0
Z2
0
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In the cases 4) and 5), clearly we can choose Dl and D\ so that
K=$

by Theorem 1.1. In the case 0), A(jDJ, J9J), therefore A12 by

Lemma 1.2, represents the intersection number of D\ and D\ .

So, the

situation is classic and by only Whitney's method we can choose D\ and
D% so that K consists of \ A i 2 \ points.
About the cases 1), 3) and 7), we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Let 2m>3n + 3 and J: n2n-m(SO)-+H2n-m
J-homomorphism.

If

be the

^12=^=0 and belongs to the J-image, then we can

choose D" and D% so that K is the (2n — m)-dimensional ordinal sphere
a2n — m

Let p(S2n~m} be the subset of Il2»-» obtained by applying

Proof.

the Pontrjagin-Thom construction to all the normal (m~n) -framings over
S2n~m.

It is known that P(S2n~m} coincides with the /-image (Kervaire

[10]).

So that ^12 belongs to P(S2n~m).

Therefore, by Theorem 1.3,

there exists an isotopy ht of Dl^D™ such that hi(
Corollary 2.3. In the cases 1), 3) and 7), if Ai 2 ^0, K can be
ordinal spheres S1, S3 and S7 respectively.
For the cases 2) and 6), we must study the inverse images of Hopf
maps.

Let ^:5 3 ->5 2 be the Hopf map and 7]k=Ek-*y'. S*-» S*'1 be
Then, ^ w _i°?? w : Sn-+Sn~2

the (k — 3)-fold suspension of y.
n

2

nn(S ~ )^Z2 for n > 6.

Since -rj is the projection of the Hopf bundle,

-q-\e) is the standard circle S1, where c = [l, 0] 6 CPl = S2.
0

generates

1

1

1

1

(^-i ?7i.)" (c) = vr^Kc)) = ?74K5 ) = V 3K5 ) = rH5 ).
1

1

So that,

Since the Hopf
1

bundle is a product over S , we know that ^J (e) = 5 X 51.
l

Thus, by

1

Theorem 1.3, we can choose D\ so that K=Dtr\D% = S X S , when ^12

¥=0.
For the case 6), let v: 5 7 ->5 4 be the Hopf map, and let v*=£*" 4 v.
Then v w _ 3 °v w generates 7T W (S W " 6 ) = Z2 for 71^14. And analogously we
know that the inverse image of a point by y w _ 3 oy w is 5 3 xS 3 .
we have the similar result,

So that,
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Generally, assuming that ArfMm = Q if m = 2l — 2 (Browder [1]),

any

connected closed rri-dimensional n -manifold M
homotopy sphere, if m=^2, 6, 14.
n

m

is framed cobordant to a

Hence, by Theorem 1.3, we can choose

m

Dl and Dl so that K" ~ ^D\r\Dl consists of some homotopy (2n — m)spheres if Ai 2 ^0.

Since these homotopy spheres can be modified to a

homotopy (2n — m)- sphere by framed surgeries of 0-dimensional spheres,
K2n~m is framed cobordant to a homotopy (2n — m) -sphere.

Thus, again
n

by Theorem 1.3, we can choose D\ and D\ so that D\C\D
homotopy (2n — m)- sphere.

2

is only a

Conversely, we note the following.

For any given homotopy sphere S2n~m, 2m^>3n + 3,

Theorem 2.4.

there exist n-disks D\, Dn2 imbedded in Dm such that Dir\Dn2 = S2n-m.
Proof.

Imbed $2n~m in Euclidean space RJ\ and take a normal

(m — n ) -framing <p to S2n~m. Let A be the element of Tlzn-m corresponding
to the framed cobordism class of {S2n~m, <p} in O|™™ed.
Sm~l be the standard imbedding and denote f(Sn~l)

Let /: Sn~l ->

by SJ'1-

Since

gm-i__gn-i fras ^g homotopy type of Sm~n~l, there exists an imbedding
g\ SH~l -^> Sm~l — S^1
m

1

Il2H-m = nn-i(S -*- ).

which corresponds to a representative of & of
Denote g(Sn~l)

by S$~l. Let Df, D\ be im-

bedded n-disks in Dm bounded by 5J"1, Sg""1 respectively.
assume that DJ, D

n
2

intersect

transversely

We may

2n m

at K - = DlC\Dl.

Then,

2n m

^/K}

1(01,0$ = I by Lemma 1.2, and Pontryagin-Thom map P(K ~ ,
represents A(Z)f, Df), where ^

is a normal (m — n) -framing to D" and
2n m

J^/K

is the restriction to K ~ .

So that, {K2n~m, &/K}

is framed

2w w

cobordant to {S ~ , <^}3 and therefore by Theorem 1.3, there exists an
isotopy ht of D\(^Dm such that h^D^r^DZ^S2"-"1.

This completes the

proof.
Remark.

If m = 2n — 14, ra>31, and ^i2 = atT2 + 6/(; (6=^=0, mod 2)

el!i4 = ^2 + ^2 ([17]), then it is not obvious what K2n'm can be. But,
if Ai 2 -(T 2 , K2n-m can be taken as 5 7 x 5 7 .
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3.

Plumbing along Spheres

Ordinarily, the plumbing manifold is constructed by 'plumbing' the
disk bundles over spheres at some given points of the base spaces.

Let

(Bi,pi, SJ, JDJ), i = l, 2, ...,r, be ra-disk bundles over ra-spheres, and let
T=(tij) be an rXr matrix with integer entries which is ( —l) w -symmetric
and has no diagonal elements.

Then, if each SJ and the disk bundles

are suitably oriented, (B^p^ 5?, Dn\ i = l, 2, • • - , r, can be plumbed so that
SJ and SJ intersect at \ t { j \ points with intersection number Sj'Sy = £,7
in the plumbing manifold BT = \/{B{:> i = 15 2, • • - , r}.

The details are

shown in [2], V-2.1.
We may assume that they are plumbed at the points of D", where
81 = 01^0'*.

In Dn{, there are the sets of |^-| points for y = l, 2,--., r.

In each set, join the |j f -/| points by arcs of Dn{ in some order, and then
join those sets by arcs of D*- in order of j.
2, • - . , r form a 1-dimensional cell complex $
retract of BT — \jD"jxDn.
1 =1
lowing is easily seen.
Lemma 3.1. BT

Then these arcs for i = l,
which is a deformation

$ is determined only by T.

Thus the fol-

has the homotopy type of $U(e?WeiU---Ue£),

1

where e - denotes an n-celL
Now, we consider to plumb disk bundles over spheres along some
given spheres. Let (5,-, p^ 5f, Dm~n}> z = l, 2, be (m — 7&)-disk bundles over
n-spheres.

We assume that Sni=Dni\jDfni and Bi = D1} xDm-n\jDf}jxDm~n,

where we identify Dn{, D"}, and S? with D? X o, D'J X 0, and D? X o W-D'J X o,
Let S2n~m be the (2n — m)-dimensional sphere (2n — m>0)

respectively.

and ^ f -, i = l, 2, be imbeddings of S2n~mxDm~n to the interior of Z>?Xo
C-Sf-

Each ^,- can be canonically extended to an imbedding (p{\ S2n~m

x Dm'n x Dm~n -+D1X Dm~n C Bi such
S2in~m

2n m

= y>i(S ~ Xo).

that fr (p, x, o) = <p{ (p, x).

Put

Now, construct the quotient space of the disjoint

sum B^Bz by identifying the subset y^S^^X Dm~n xDm~n) of Bl
with the sebset (p2(S2n~mx Dm~n X Dm~n)
/

of B2

^i(p, A;, j) ^^2(/?5 J, ^) for all p, # and j.

in such a way that

The resulting space is a
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along the

corner
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S2n~m X Sn-m~l X Sn'm~l = (pl(S2n-m

xSm-n-lxSm-n-l) = <p2(S2n-mxSm-n-lxSm~n-1).

But we can correct it

as in [12], p. 519 since the corner has a neighborhood s2n~mxSm~n'1
xSm~n~1xQ, where QCR2 denotes the three-quarter disk consisting of all
(rcosfl, rsinfl) with 0<r<;i, Q<d<,3n/2.

We denote the resulting

manifold by Bi\/B2, calling as 'the manifold plumbed along the (2n — m)S2n-m

sphere3.
Generally, let (£;, pi, S?, Dm~n\ i = l, 2, ..., r, be (jji-re)-disk bundles
over n -spheres,

S? = D?UZX?, and Bi = Dni x Dm~n\jDfrlx Dm~n.

Let 0

= (<pii) be a matrix without diagonal elements consisting of the disjoint
imbeddings

(p{j\ S2n~m x Dm~n-^Dnj X o C #,, i, / = !, 2, ..., r, i =£j. We

denote as <pij = Q if cpij is not defined and we understand that (pji = Q if
<pij = Q. Then, we can plumb these disk bundles along the given spheres
S2inj~m = ( p i j ( S 2 n ~ m X o )
2n m

correspondingly to the matrix 0.

Let fry: S ' xD - xDm-n-^DfjxDm-nCBj
tension of (pij=^§.

m n

be the canonical ex-

Construct the quotient space of the disjoint union

5 1 U5 2 W---W5 r by identifying the subset <pu(S2n-m X Dm~n X Dm~n) of
BJ with the subset ^>ji(S2n~mx Dm~n x Dm~n) of B{ in such a way that
Vij(p, x, y)^$ji(p, j, x) for all (p, x, j)
Similarly, we correct the corners.

and for all ^,7=7^ 0, ^y,-=^=0.

The resulting manifold is denoted by

B<t=\/{Bk:> k = 1, 2, • • - , r} and is called as cthe manifold plumbed along
(D

the (2n — m) -spheres'.
OT W

->7T M (5 ~ )

We note that by Wall's pairing A: in(Bi) X nn(B$)

([18], p. 255), which is a homotopical extension of the in-

tersection number pairing, 0 corresponds to a matrix A = (^(e^ ey)), where
e/, i = l, 2, - . . , r, are defined by Sf.
About the homotopy properties of BI \/ B2, BQ, and those boundaries,
2n-m
S2

we have the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.2. Bi\f B2 has the homotopy type of S2n~m+l\J el\J el if
S2n-m

Proof.

Since m — ra^3, S2in~m is combinatorially unknotted in D^

=Dt-Xo and so bounds a (2n — 77i + l)-dimensional cell E{ in Df,
m

f| <B

2n m l

i = l , 2 . So that, since 5f"- = 5l - , S - " =E1\jE2

for

is a topological
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sphere and a strong deformation retract of D\

\J

D%, the quotient

=

space of the disjoint union DI\JD% identified at S\n~m=Sln~m.
:=::

ijio2ra\j—TO-ts%"^ib?e27i-m,_\j Q.2ra-m.o2 C^o 2ifn - m\J_ o27J-m-^2)v_y.//? v_y _Zxo'"^o
-62

Oj

v_yG^\^J6?.

-62

01

The homotopy type of B® is some more complicated.
are disjoint imbedded spheres

S2i1j~m

w

In D", there

2n m

= (pij(S ~ X o), i = l,2, ...,r, i=^=y.

w

We understand that 5fy~ = 5yJ~ = 0 (empty set) if ^y = ^y/ = 0.
that 277i>3ri + 2.

Hence,

Then, since 5f^"

OT

Assume

bounds an imbedded (2n — m + l)-

disk J^iy in D] which does not intersect with 5f^~ w ? , i>! 3 there is an 71-cell
CJ which includes EIJ in its interior and includes Sfy~ w , z > l , in its comSimilarly, considering 5 2 y~ OT in Dy — IntCf, 5ly~ w bounds an

plement.

imbedded (2n — m + l)-disk J?2y in Dnj — IntCf which does not

intersect

w

with 5fy" , i>2, and there exists an 72,-cell C2 which includes jF2y in its
interior and S2inj~m, z > 2 , in its complement.

Repeating this, we obtain

disjoint (27i —77i + l)-disks £;/, i = l, 2, • • - , r, i=^j', in Dy, each bounded by
S2jj~m.

We define £// —0 if S2jj~m = (p.

Let ^^y, 0>/ 2 y, . . - , ^/ s y, 1 ^i'i < j2< • • • < i5 <r, s = s ( j ) , be all the nonzero components of 0 in the i-th row. Then E^y, JF^y, • • • , £"^y are all
the non-empty disks in Dy. Tie .E^y and Eik+1j by an imbedded arc
wj(iki ik+i) in -^y? A = l, 2, • • • , 5 — 1, with the end points in the boundaries
of the disks.

We can take the arcs to be disjoint except their end points.

Then, E^j^Jw'^ii, i^^JEi2j\J• • • \jEis_lj\Jw(is-i^
formation retract of Dy, 7 = 1, 2, - . - , r.
or initial points in S f y ~
cell complex ^.

w

i s )WJ?^y is a strong de-

Since we may assume that final

are all common, these arcs form a 1-dimensional

Thus we have

Lemma 3.3. // 2m>3n + 2, B0 has the homotopy type of
i>j

el\Jel\J---Ve*\

where S2inj-m^1=Eij\jEji, i, ; = 1, 2, ..., r,

(27i — m-\-\)- spheres if (pij=^Q and empty if <pij = Q.
Proof.

Let Sln~m = {S^~m \ i, ; = 1, 2, ..., r, i=£j}, \J Sn~ the union

of 5?, z = l,2, ..., r, identified at Si*-"1, and \J '/??=
1 =1

the union of D?,

f = l, 2, ..., r, identified at S|w-w. Then, 5* ^0-S? = (0^7)^(0 £'*)>
»=i
1=1
1=1
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and

i=l

#?"(U>Sfr m + 1 )^i>j

This
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completes the proof.

We note that £ is determined only by 0:

Take the independent

points a,ij (i >y") in sufficiently high dimensional Euclidean space correspondingly to the non-zero elements (pa of $, and let 0,7 = 07,- if i<y. If
a

iij> a » 2 jj • • • 3 aish 1 < I & i < & 2 < ••• <i s <r, 5 = 5(7)5 are all the points when
7 is fixed, let o^/o^/, a,-2/a,-3y, • •-, o/^yo,-^ be the 1-simplexes for 7 = !, 2,
..-, r.

Then we have a 1 -dimensional cell complex which is isomorphic

to ffi.

The above lemma shows that B® may have non-trivial fundamental
group.
Lemma 3.4. The

homomorphism

i*: nk(dB0)—>nk(B(s\

where

i: dB0-^B$ is the inclusion map, is surjective if k<^m — n — I and injective
if k<^m — n — 2.

Especially, if 2m^>3njr2, ra]>3, and $ is connected,

then 7ii(dB0\ ni(B$\ and TTi(^) are isomorphic.
Proof.

If k<^m — n — 1, a representative

map

of an element of
r

7Zk(B0) can be taken so that the image is detached from \J S".

Since

»' = 1

OB® is a strong deformation retract of B® — \J S", this implies that i* is
*=i
surjective. Similarly, we know that i* is injective if k<^m — n — 2. The
latter of the lemma is obtained by Lemma 3.3 and using Van Kampen
theorem.

Lemma 3.5. // m — n^>3 and ra>2, the boundary of BI\/ B2 is
S2n-m

simply connected.
Proof.

This is obtained from Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.4.

4.

Plumbing along Tori

Analogously to the section 3, we can plumb the disk bundles over
spheres along tori.
Let (Bi,pi9 5?, Dm~n\ i = l, 2, ..., r, be the (TTi-^)-disk bundles over
^-spheres, and let S^JDJWZ*'?, Bi = D»ixDm-n\jD'»ixDm-n.

Let ¥ =
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be a matrix without diagonal consisting of the disjoint imbeddings 0//:
SpxSqxDm'n-+Int />JC5J, p + q = 2n-m, i, / = !, 2, ..., r, i=^y.

We

denote as 0,7 = 0 if 0,7 is not defined and understand that 0/,- = 0 if 0,7 = 0.
Let

0,7(5* x S* x o) is denoted by (S* x S<%.

&/: 5^ x 5? X D w ~ w X D w - w

-^DnjxDm~nCBj be the canonical extension of 0#=£0.

Then 'the mani-

fold plumbed along the tori' denoted by Bp = \/{Bk:> 4 = 1, 2, • • - , r} is
r

defined as the quotient space of the disjoint union Bi\jB2\J---^JBr
p

q

m n

by

m n

identifying the subset 0,7 (S x S x D ~ x D ~ } of Bj with the subset
</>ji(SpxSqxDm-nxDm-n)

of Bi in such a way that faj(u, v, x, y)~~

0/i (u, v, j, sc) for all (u, v, x, y) and for all 0,7, 0yf^0,
corners are corrected similarly as in the section 3.

where the

If r = 2, we denote

B¥ by BI\/B2 and call as 'the manifold plumbed along SpxSq.
Sp*Sq

Also we note that by Wall's pairing A: in(B¥} X Ttn(Bw}-+7Cn(Sm~n)
(CIS], p. 255) ¥ corresponds to a matrix A = (A(ei, e/)), where e z - 5 i = l,
2, . . - , r, are defined by S1}.
Homotopy types of these manifolds plumbed along the tori are
different from those of the manifolds plumbed along the spheres.

About

the homotopy properties of BI p\/ qB2, B&, and those boundaries we have
s *s
the following results.
Lemma 4.1. Let Q<p<q and n>p + 2q + I.

Then BI\/B2 has

^

5^x5*

the homotopy type of (S Mff+1 VS* +1 VS* +1 )We;We!S.
Proof.

Take a small standard

J Df

+1

xZ)f + 1 ,

the

(jo + 1)- and (g + l)-disks, in D* for i = l, 2, and let

product of the
gi:

Dp+l X Dq+l-*

Df +1 X Df + 1 C^)?, i = l, 2, be the imbeddings shrinking Dp+l X D^1 similarly
to

Df + 1 xDf + 1 .

Define

the imbeddings h{: Spx Sq-^Dni, z = l, 2, as

A,-(M, v) = 0,-(M, i;, o), where 0i = 02i and 02 I =0i2. Then, from the assumption of /?, g, gii SPX Sq->Dni is isotopic to A,-, using Haefliger [Jf]
or Zeeman H20]. And by the isotopy extension theorem (C15], C^IDj
there exists a diffeomorphism or a PL-homeomorphism df- of Dn{ onto itself
such that hi = di°gi.
mutative diagram.

Those relations are shown in the following com-
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Thus di\Jd,2 maps Df

\J
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D%, the quotient space of the disjoint

Sf x 5 f = 5 f x 5 |

union Di\jD% identified as gi(u, v) = g2{u^ v\
Dl

\J

Dl, the quotient space of the disjoint union D^\jD^ identified

(SpxSqh=(SpxSq)2

as hi(u, v)=h2(u, v\ where (SpxSq^
p

q

p

(S x S )l=hl(S

q

9

q +l
lxD l )

and (Spx Sq)2 = h2(Spx Sq)

di(S{ x D{+1) \J d2(Dp2+l x 5|)

The subspace

p+q+l

\J
p

denotes hi(SpxSq) for i = l,2.

p

xS ) = ddl(S

= dd2(Dp2^ X 51).
Dl

homeomorphically onto

Dl is homeomorphic to the subspace S
p

=

9

Spl

of

X D{+1

(5 x5 )i=(5 xS )2

flj

of

Dl.

\J

Sf xsj=5f x5|

x

)5

E5f and ^ 2 (Z)f +1 X

A; 6 Sf are the strong deformation retracts of Df and D| respectively. So
that dl(SlxDl+l)Vd2(D^lxS$Vdl(Dl+lXy)\Jd2(xxDq2+l)
deformation retract of D"
p+q+l

type of S
Hence

q

\J

5J = (/);

(Sp*Sq)i=(SpxSq)2

~(S* +tf+1 V5* +1 V5« +1 )We;Wc5.
Now,

-^25 i the former has the homotopy

l

\/S + .

Bl\/B2^Snl
Spy.S<l

V7

(5pxS9)i=(5pxS9)2

p+l

VS

is a strong

an(

U

D$\J D'l\J Df*2

(S 1 J x5 9 )i=(S 3 ? x5 9 )2

This completes the proof.

let us consider the general case, the homotopy type of B&. In

Dnj, there are the imbedded disjoint tori (Sp X Sq)ij = </)ij(Sp X Sq X o), i =
1, 2, • • - , r, i^/, where p + q = 2n — m and (S^X 59),-y = 0 if </>„ = $. Assume
that Q<p<q and ^> j p + 2gr + l. Then, as in Lemma 4.1, each

(SpxSq)ij

bounds dij(Dp-+l x Sfi if £<y and dij(Spj X Dqj+1) if j>; in Z^, where each
dl7 is a diffeomorphism of Z>J onto itself. We denote dij(Dpj+l X SJ)
VdtfaxDF1), Xj£S$,i<j
i>/, simply by F,7.

or ^-(SjxfiJ^W^X^'xyy), » € 5 J ,

Let 0 f l j, 0 t - 2 /, • • - , 0isy, l ^ i i < J 2 < - " < i s ^ r , s = s(;), be all the nonzero components of W in the /-th row. If n>2(jo + g + l), then we can
take F^j, Fi2^ •-., Figj to be disjoint.

But in order that they are disjoint

it is sufficient that 7i>2(p + ^) + l.

Because, considering the tubular
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neighborhood of F^j, there exists an 72, -cell C" in D" which includes
(SpxSq)jj

J>t'i in its complement.

So that, considering (Sp X Sq)i2j in

n

D j — IntCf, Fi2j can be taken in D1] — IntCf.

Repeating this as in

Lemma 3.3, we obtain the disjoint sets Filh Fizj, • • • , F/ f y.
In Dnj, tie Fijcj and Fijc+lj by an imbedded arc wj(ik, ik+i) with the
initial point in (SpxSq)ikJ

and the final point in (Sp X Sq)ik+lJ.

We may

]

assume that each arc w (ik, ik+i) does not intersect with other arcs and
each Ftj except at the end points.

Then, Fii:i\Jwj(ii, i2)\J Fi2J\J • • • W-F/^y

\Jwj(is-i, is)^JFisj is a strong deformation retract of Dnj for each j.
p

we may assume that final or initial points in (S X 5*0*7

are

Since

a

^ common,

these arcs form a 1 -dimensional cell complex 8, which is determined only
by W as in the section 3.
Lemma 4.2, Let 0 < p < g and n>2p + 2q + l.
p

+l

p

Then, B¥ has the

n

homotopy type of {\J(S i^ VS i^VS}f)}\J^\j(el\Je 2\J-'-\Je^\

where

i>j

Sft 1 , 5ft 1 , and Sp^q+l are respectively the copies of (/> + !)-, (? + !)-,
and (p + q + l) -dimensional spheres, and we understand that they are empty
if 0// = 0.

Proof.

Let (Sp x Sq)¥ = {(Spx 5%; f, y = l, 2, ..., r, i=

j =1
the union of 5?, £ = 1, 2, ..., r, identified at (S^xSOr, and \J/)J = the
r =l

union of D?, i = l, 2, ..., r, identified at (Sp X Sq)¥.
Then, jBr2±05j = (0^7)W(U^ / ?X and
«=i
f=i
1=1
V5?;1)}WS. This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.3.
i\dBv^»Bv

77z£

homomorphism

i*: 7rk(dB¥)-^nk(By\

where

is the inclusion map, is surjective if k<^m — n — I and in-

jective if k<^m — n — 2. Especially, if 0<jD<g, n>2p + 2q-\-l, and S is
connected, then 7ti(dB¥),

fti(Bp\

and #1(8) are isomorphic.

Proof.

dBy is also a strong deformation retract of B^ — \JS1.
1 =1
the proof is quite similar to that of Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 4A,

Let Q<p<^q and n>p + 2q + l.

So,

Then the boundary
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of E\\f
BI is simply connected if m — n^>3.
p
q
S *S

Proof.

5.

This is obtained from Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.3.

Representing Handlefeodies fey Plumbing and Surgery

Let W-=Dm\J{\jDnixD7f~n}

(2n>m) be a handlebody and fix the

{/a i=i

representation.

In this section we consider to represent W by plumbing

w w

D ~ -bundles over n -spheres along (2 n — m) -spheres or tori and by surgeries
at the boundary of the plumbing manifold.

We consider it by every case

given at the section 2.
fl(Snl-lXo}\Jf2(Sn2-'lXo}\J-"\Jfr(Sn-lXo)
n

is an r-link in Sm'1.

Then fi(S ~ X o)C%i = S - -\Jfj(Sj;-1 X o) defines
j+i
an element of 7T«_i(Z f ) = Kn-i(Sm-n-l) + ••• +nn_1(Sm-n~l) (the direct sum

Let l<7*<77i-2.

l

of (r-1) copies of TZViCS"*-"-1)).

m 1

The element k = A u + ••• +/!,•;+ ••• + /U

is called 'the linking element of ft(Sni~lXo)

(/=AO

l

is the linking element of fi(S*l~ Xo)
lx

to the others'. A/,l

to f j ( S ^ ~ X o )

in the 2-link

lx

/,<Sr 0)^/X*ST °)> and Al7 = (-!)%•/• If 2/71 > 3^ + 3, the equivalence class of the r-link fi(Sl~l X o ) U - - - \Jfr(Sn~l X o) is determined by
the linking elements /I/, i = l, 2, . . . 3 r (Haefliger []6]).
Thus, if 2/7i > 3?! + 3, a ( — l) w -symmetric rXr matrix ^i = (A/y) with
the components in Yi2n-m — 7^n-i(Sm~n~1) and without diagonal elements
corresponds to the handlebody W.

If A = diag(Ai, A2, ••-, Ak) for some

&>1, under some exchanges of suffixes of handles, where A{ is an r,-Xr,matrix, we say as A is decomposable.

If A is not decomposable, we say

as A is undecomposable.
Throughout the following arguments, we assume that 277i>;3tt + 3.
i)

Let us consider the case 0), that is, m = 2n, 7i>3.
1

m

stretch an 72, -disk D? to fi(S*- Xo\ i = l, 2, ..., r, in D .
tively, we can stretch them so that each intersection
points (i^j\
n

especially DfAD^0 if ^- = 0, i^j.
n

l t

Df = D iXoCD ixDl ~ \
z" — 1, 2, • • - , r.

We can

Going inducDnir\Dni=\^ij\

Let S^DfWDf,

and take the tubular neighborhoods £/ of 5?,

Then the ordinary plumbing manifold BA=\/{Bii i = l, 2,
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..., r} is imbedded in W2n. If A = diag(Ai, A2, • • - , Ak\ £>1, and each A{
is an undecomposable r/ X TI matrix, BA

is the disjoint union of

BAl

= ViBi'9i = l,2,...,rl},...,BAt=V{Bi-9i = r-rk + l9...9r}9 which are
A\

Ak

the connected components of BA.

Since ni(dBA^) = 7Ci(BA^) = ni(^i) and

7&>3, where $,• is the 1 -dimensional complex associated to A{9 we can
represent the generators of 7Ti(^,-) by the imbedded 1 -spheres on the
boundary of BA. and in the interior of Dm, j = l, 2, . •-, r.

In (W— IntB^

w

AlntD , we can attach the disjointly imbedded 2-disks to those 1-spheres
transversely to dBA. Then, by thickening the 2-disks to 2 -handles in the
interior of Dm, we have Tn-dimensional submanifolds Wi of W, i = l, 2,
• •-, r, with simply connected boundary. Join W\, Wi, • • • ? ^
in W, and denote it by W.
A-cobordism, and we have

with bands

Then clearly (JF-Int JT'; 9JF, 9JF') is an

Theorem 5.1. Let W'= D2n\J '{\J Dn{ X D1}} (n^3) be a handlebody
Oi> f = i
with the matrix A of linking elements, A = diag(Ai, A2, • • - , Ak} k^>!9
where Aj is an undecomposable r,- X r/ matrix.

Then, W is

diffeomorphic

to W\\ W2\'"\ Wk9 the boundary connected sum of handlebodies Wi with
TI handles , £ = 1, 2, • • - , A:, which are obtained from the ordinary plumbing
manifolds

B A . = \/{Bj\j-=ri-\ ----- hr/_i + l, • • • , ri + r 2 H-----hr/}fryattachAi

ing 2-handles to dBA. (surgery at dBA) so as to kill K i(dBAJ ^TTI(^),
where Bj are the tubular neighborhoods of S"9 with, as hemispheres, D* in
D2n and Df = DnjXo in the j-th handle.
Corollary 5.2. Under the above assumptions, dW is

diffeomorphic

to dWi%dW2%--%dWk> the connected sum of dWi, dW2, • • • , QWk, and
each dW{ is obtained from dBA. by the surgery of ^i(dBA^)~ni(^i).
We note that the above is also an epitome of the following arguments.
Remark.

Let A be the 8x8 matrix given by J. Milnor [13], p. 11.

Define /,-: dDf X Df -> dD*\ i = l, 2, ..., 8, so that the link

fi(S\k~lXo)

corresponds to the matrix A and BI, B2, • • - , B8, the
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tubular neighbourhoods of Sf = D]k \jDf

X o9 z = l, 2, ..., 8, have
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(T)

1

) as those characteristic classes, where (J ) is the generator
Then the handlebody W = D*k\J{\jDf
{/*> 1 = 1
coincides with Milnor's manifold WQ [13], p. 13.

of Ker(7T 2 *_iS0 2 *->7r 2 *_iS<9).
xDf}
ii)

Let us consider the case that ^,y are all in the /-image.

includes the cases 1), 3), 4), 5), and 7) in the section 2.
m

n

that r = 2, that is, W=D \J{D

n

l

n

xD^~ \jDl x D% ~ }.

It

Firstly, assume

Let D?, z = l, 2, be

{/l./2>

the imbedded n -disks in D

m

which are bounded by /f(Sf - 1 X o), i = l, 2.

By Theorem 2.2 or Theorem 1.1, we may assume that they intersect
transversely at the (2 n— m) -sphere 5 2 w ~ w if ^ 1 2 ^0, or that they are
disjoint in Dm if Ai2 = 0. Let ^ i 2 = £ 0 and 5,-, £ = 1, 2, be the tubular
neighborhoods of S^D^D-", D? = DtX oCD"* D™~n, * = 1, 2. Take a
normal (m — n) -framing J^- on Df, and let <7Z- be the restriction of & { to
j- = l j 2 . (Ti, (T2 are normal (m -ft) -framings of S 2? '~ w in Dl, Dl
respectively. Then Bi = Dnix D^'n\jD'{n X Df~n, i = l, 2, and by Lemma
S2n-m^

1.2, (S2n~m, (Ti) in I>i and (5 2w - w , (T2) in D\ correspond respectively to
the elements of Ih*-™, ^(/>I ^D = ^i2 and /l(D2#?)=^ 2 i = (-l)^i2. So
that there exist the imbeddings ^i S2n~m X Dm~n -> Dl and
^2:
^2«-m x ^m-«_^^« corresponding respectively to ^2i and /112. Thus the
manifold Bi/\B2 plumbed along S2n~m is imbedded in the interior of W.
S2n-m

The resulting situation is illustrated schematically in Figure2) 1.
Let n > 2. From Lemma 3.2, BI^ B2 has the homotopy type of
o2n — m

5 2 w - w + 1 WefWei, where S2n~m+l=El\jE2, Ei9 i = l, 2, are (2ra-wi + l)disks, and Ei/^E2 = S2n~m.
2n m+l

(2ra-77i + l)-sphere T ~

So, by Lemma 3.4, there is an imbedded
on d(Bl \/ B2)r\lutDm which is homotopic
S2n-m

to 5 2w - w+1 .

In {r-Int(£iV#2)}nlntZP, vvre can attach a (2rc-77i + 2)c2ra — m

dimensional disk D2n~m+2 to T2n~m+l transversely to the boundary of
#! V B2.
S2n-m

Then, thickening the disk D2n~m+2 to a handle J D 2w - w+2

xD2m~2n~2 in the interior of Dw, we obtain an m- dimensional submanifold
r'-(£i V B2}\jD2n-m+2xD2m-2n-2

of

r.

Since

dWf, dW, and

2) The dotted curves mean that D? (D|) can not be separated from
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JF-Int W are simply connected and H*( fF-Int W, d JF')=#*( W, JF')= 0,
(JF-Int W\ dW, dJF) is an h-cobordism. Thus we have
Theorem 5.3. Let W=Dm \J {Z)J xD^~n^jDl X Df~ K } fe «
{/l./2>

^ ^o handles and let 2m>3n +3, 77i>;6, «^ 7i>2. // /^
linking element ^i2^Tl2n-m is a non-zero element of the J-image, then W
is diffeomorphic to the manifold W which is obtained from the manifold
Bl\j/ B2 plumbed along S2n~m by attaching a (2n — m + 2} -handle to
S2n-m

d(Bi V ^2) (surgery at the boundary) so as to kill n2n-m+i(Bi\/ B2)
S2n~m

S2n-m

= Z, where Biy i = l, 2, are the tubular neighborhoods of S*j with^ as
hemispheres, Dn{ in Dm and D/in = DniXo in the i-th handle.
Corollary 5.4. Under the above assumptions, dW is diffeomorphic to
dW obtained from d(Bl V #2) by the surgery to kill n2n-m+i(d(Bi V B2))
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iii)

Now let us consider the case when r>3

and ^
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are all in the

w

/-image.

We denote DIC\D\ by Sii~ , which is a (2n — m)-sphere if /I 2 i

7^0 and 0 if ^21 = 0.
fz(Sn~lXo).

Let D" be an imbedded n-disk in Dm bounded by

Since (2n — m)-\-n<^m^ we can take Df so that it does not

meet with 51f~w, and by moving D\ isotopically, fixing dD%, in its tubular
neighborhood in Dm — S2i~m, we may assume that D\ is transverse to D\
and D\. Let K2^-m = D^r\D^ ; = 1, 2, and let J7y, ; = 1, 2, be sufficiently
small open neighborhoods of X"3y in Dm — S%t~m such that Uir\U2 = <fi and
CT/ADy, 7 = 1, 2, are diffeomorphic to J?w, respectively.
Let (L, Sj^sij^ai) be a framed elementary cobordism which extends
the canonical framing ff of K3i.

Using Wells' method [JL9], p. 401, there

are the isotopies C* of DlCDm and 97, of D%CDm such that (&, £?,
^i(Df), Dm) realizes (I,, 2; £31, ^31).

G is an isotopy extending the

isotopy sliding Df along the (ra + l)-th coordinate in terms of the coordinates in Ui.

There is a Morse function defined on L with exactly

one critical point of index p + 1, —!</?< 2 TZ — TTI.
p

.K^ is obtained from
Sp-+

^31 by a surgery of a p-dimensional sphere f(S )

of £31, where f:

K3i is the attaching map of the (jp + l)-disk D^1

such that K\JDPL+1 is

a deformation retract of L.

Take the imbeddings /i: Dp+l-+ J9J — 5|f"w

and /2: Dp+l-+Dl extending / respectively.

Then, an imbedding g: &p+2

-*Dm-S22rm such that g(®p+2}r\(Dl\jDl}=fl(Dp+l}\Jf2(Dp+1}
defined, where ^

+2

p+2

is a homeomorph of D

.

And a (^—p —1)-

p+2

dimensional vector bundle £ is defined on g(@

can be

).

f is trivial and is a

sub-bundle of the normal bundle of g(&p+2) in Dm.

Then, choosing some

field of (n— p — l)-frames in f, ^p+2xDn~p~l is imbedded in Dm and the
isotopy

fit is constructed.

Similarly for a given framed

elementary

x

cobordism (L', £j ; ^32, £32) which extends the canonical framing 6f of
J£32.

There exists isotopies Ct of Dn2CDm and f]'t of D\(^Dm such that

(CJ, 1>25 ^1(^3)3 ^w)

realizes the given framed elementary cobordism of

-^32-

We note that since 2m*>3n + 3 and JD, p'<!2n — m, g(@p+2)
p +2

m

g'(@ ' ) can be separated from the other in D , where g':@
m

D — S\l~

m

is the

imbedding corresponding

to

and

p/+2

g: @

p+2

m

-+

-»D — S|f~ w .
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Hence, the pairs of the isotopies (0, ^/), (C?, ^J) can be taken so that
they do not affect each other and Sfi~ w n

r

2

Thus D% can be taken so that

m

D 3r\D j = S 3»- , y = l,2, which are (2ra-m)-spheres if /I 3 y^0 and 0 if
^3y = 0. Repeating this, we can take D*t, i = l, 2, • • • , r, in DOT, bounded
respectively by fi(S"X o), £ = 1, 2, • •-, r, so that for each (z, 7"), £=7^7, Df
and -DJ- intersect transversely at

I
which are disjoint in Dw.

a (27i — m) -sphere
^

if ^ =^= 0

if ^ = 0,

The intersection is denoted as S2fj~m when it

is considered in D" and as S2f-~m when considered in Dn{.
Let S^DI^JD'S, Dfin = DniXoCDniXD™~n, and £, be the tubular
neighborhood of 57 in JF, J = l, 2, •• -, r. Take a normal (m — n)-framing
J^- on each Dn^ and let (Tz-;- be the restriction of J5"/ to S2^~m (i^j} in
D^. Then Bi = DnixDm-*VDpxDm-n, i = l, 2, ..., r, and by Lemma 1.2
each (Sf;pw, <T/y) in D^ corresponds to ^(D*, D$ = kj € U.2n-m2n m

mn

n

So that,

there exist the imbeddings <p{j\ S ~ XD ' ~>D ^ i, /=!, 2, . - - , r,

i^/,

corresponding respectively to A,-/. Let 0 — (^,7), the matrix corresponding
to yi. Then

B0=\/{Bi:) i = I, 2, • • • , r}, the manifold plumbed along
(2)

(2n — m) -spheres, is imbedded in the interior of W.

Firstly, we assume

that A is undecomposable, that is, BQ is connected.

A typical situation

is schematically illustrated in the Figure

3)

2. There, A = l, r = 3, and all

hi are assumed to be non-zero.
By Lemma 3.3, B0

has the homotopy type of

(\JSf^w+1)u5£
i>/

U ( e J U e ^ W - - - U e ^ ) , where S?J~~ m+l = (f> if 0>,v = 0, and from the assumption,
^ is connected.

Although 5^ and dB$ are not necessarily simply con-

nected, we can take the imbedded (2n — m-\-l)-spheres
which are respectively homotopic to Sf^~
follows;

let B0 = B9-

m+1

J r fy~ w + 1 (i>7')

, disjointly on 950, as

\J Bk = B{ V 5y -{\Jcpki(S2n~mx Dm~nxDm~n)
k*i.j

+ \J({>kj(S2n-mxDm-nxDm-n)},
k+i
Xo} + \J(pkJ(S2n-mxDm-nXo}}.

S2n-m

k^j

and let 80 = 8^S"--{\J^ki(S2n-mxDm~n
k+j
Then S0 and 950 is strong deformation

3) The dotted curves also mean that each D™ can not be separated from the other.
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Figure 2

retracts of B0 and B0 — S0, respectively.
by Lemma 3.2, we know that
2w m+1

^7r*(S if n>2.
$2n-m+i

So that, as in Lemma 3.4, and

nk(dB0)^7ik(B0}~nk(So)^^(S^WS*)

We?We?), if k<2n-m + l. Thus dB0 is (2n-ra)-connected

Since it may be assumed that D2fi-m+l, D^" w+1 3 and hence
are
containecl in S0, we can take the imbedded (2n — TTX + !)-

sphere r?^ m+1 homotopic to 5f^ w + 1 on dB0, hence on 95^. (Haefliger
Q4]).

From the assumption that 277i>3^ + 3, they can be disjoint.
On the other hand, ni(dB0) = ni(B0) ~ ni(3?) (7^>3), by Lemma

3.4.

Therefore, we can again take the imbedded 1-spheres T}, disjointly

on 9jB0, which represent respectively the generators of 7Ti(5B).
95(p,

n

m+l

Thus, on

there are the imbedded spheres Tl j~

and T}, which are disjoint

m

In (W— IntB®}r\IntDm, we

and can be assumed to be in dB^r\lntD .

can attach (2n — m + 2)-dimensional disks D?«~ w + 2 and 2-disks D] respec-
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tively to T2^-~m+1 and T}, transversely to dB®. These disks can be taken
disjointly for all i, j and I. Then, thickening these disks to the handles
£)2n-m+2 x £2m-2n-2 an(j jT)2 x jjm-2 jn ^ interior of Dm, we have an rTidimensional submanifold Wf imbedded in the interior of W.
Generally, let ^ = diag(^i, A 2 , • • - , A k ) and (5 = diag((Z>i, ^ 2 , • • - , ^) 3 k
^>1, where each J/ is an undecomposable r ^ X r z - matrix and 0; corresponds
to A{. Then B$ is the disjoint union of B$ =\/{Bii i = l, 2, • • • , TI}, 5^
0!

i = r — 7-^ + 1, • • - , r}, which
02

are the connected components of B $.

So, constructing the manifold Wrt as

above for each B$t, £ = 1, 2, • • - , &, we have the m -dimensional submanifolds
W{, Wfr * •-, JT^, disjointly imbedded in the interior of W.

Join these

manifolds with thin bands, resulting an 77i-manifold W imbedded in the
interior of W, which is diffeomorphic to W1^ W^ ••• b W^ the boundary
connected sum of W't^ £ = 1, 2, • - . , k.
Clearly, 7Ti(9JFO=0, 7Ti(9JF)^0, and since n^W^Q, 7Ti(JT-Int W)
~0,

using Van Kampen theorem.

And, the following diagram shows

that H*( W- Int W, d W} ^ H*( W, W} ^ 0, where
n

\J(IntD^)xD?1 =1

V denotes

W -

which is contractible.

Therefore we know that (W—lntWf',dW',dW}

is an A-cobordism.

Thus we obtain the following.
Let JF=Dm\J {\J D?X D?~n} be a handlebody and
{/J * = i
let 2m ]> 3?z + 3, c^ ?i^>3. Assww^ ^/z^ the linking elements ^/Ell^-m
Theorem 5.5.

flrg all in the J-image. Let A = (kij} = &i&g(Ai, A2, • • - , Ak) and 0 = diag(@i,
®2, • • • , ^)3 ^^15 where each Af is an undecomposable r / X r / matrix and
@i corresponds to AI. Then W is diffeomorphic
to the manifold
W
= Wi$Wr2$-'$Wki the boundary connected sum of handlebodies W'i with
ri handles, i = l,2,---,k, which are obtained from

the manifolds

B®.
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hr,-} by attaching

(2n~

handles and 2-handles to dB0i (surgeries at dB®^) so as to kill^ on ^B^^^
the (2n — m + 1)-spheres homotopic to S**~m+l ( & > / ) and the
representing the generators of 7ri(J?05 where

S2inj~m+l

l-spheres

and $?/ are those for

$i denoted in Lemma 3.3, and Bj are the tubular neighborhoods of S"
ivith, as hemispheres, Dy in Dm and D'jn = D"Xo
Corollary 5.6.

Under the above assumptions d W is diffeomorphic

f

dW($dW2&---$dW
*
I 7 i Z T l T l k«
of

the

to

and each W: is obtained from dB$ l by
the surgeries
J
^
l

3

(2n — m-i-1)-spheres

§2n-m+i (j>y)

in the j-th handle.

J

and

l-spheres

W

corresponding respectively

and

2

m+l

tfae generators of 7Ti(S,-)5 where S i"~~

to

and $!,• are

those for d)i denoted in Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4.
We note that the above argument includes the cases 4), 5) in the
section 2.
Let W=Dm\J {\JD1} X Df'n}

Corollary 5.7.

let 2m>3n + 3 and n>3.
W is diffeomorphic

be a handlebody and

If the linking elements A^ are all zero, then

to the boundary connected sum Bi^B2§ ••• §Br, where

BI are the tubular neighborhoods of S'f with, as hemispheres, D" in Dm
and D/in = D"y.o in the i-th handle.
iv)

Let us consider the case 2) and 6) in the section 2.

argument is similar to the above.

The

But in these cases Sfy~~™ must be

replaced by (S^x S*),-/, where p = q = l or p = q = 3, and B{, i = l, 2, • • • , r,
must be plumbed along the tori (S^xS 9 )^-, i, y = l, 2, • • - , r, i=^j.

By the

Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, the resulting manifold B& has the homotopy type of
{ W C ^ f y q + l V Sfy l V 5Jy' 1 )].^^vj(efW ••• WejO, especially
p+q+l

homotopy type of (S

VS

p+l

V5

?+1

)W(e?Uel).

if r = 2, the

So that, the surgeries

at dBy or d(Bi V ^2) must be done so as to kill those spheres and the
generators of 7Ti(2).
Theorem 5.8.

Let W=Dm \J{\jDn{ x Df~n}

be a handlebody

ra+ 3). Assume that the linking elements A,y€ll2»-w

are

(2m

&M represented
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respectively by the framed

manifolds

(Sp>< S ? )// £ Ofji™^, ivhere p + q

= 2n — m, 0<jD<g, and 2pJr2qJrKn.

Let A = (Aij) = diag(Ai, A^ • • - , Ak)

and ¥ = diag(¥i, W^ • • - , 3F/0, &>1 3 where each AI is an undecomposable
Ti X T{ matrix and ¥t
manifold

corresponds to A{.

Then W is diffeomorphic

to the

W — W'^\ W'^ •• • t W'^ the boundary connected sum of handlebodies

W'i with Ti handles^ i = I, 2, • • - , A;, which are obtained from the

manifolds

-+ri-.i + l, • • - , r 1 + - - - r / } by attaching the
)-, (gr + 2)-, and 2-handles to QBW% (surgeries at QBW) so as to
kill, on dBp^

the (jo + ^+1)-, (p+1)-, and (y+1) -spheres

homotopic to 5fj

?+1

1

1

, Sfy , «^^/ ^ f y (^y) ^^

generators of 7ri(2/), wterg 5f;

9+1

1

respectively

I-spheres representing the

1

, Sf; , 5ft , fl«d S,- are ^Aose /or 5T,-

denoted in Lemma 4.2, <md 5y ere ^/z^ tubular neighborhoods of S" with,
as hemispheres, D" in Dm and Djn = D"Xo
Ccrcllary 5.9.
r

f

dW(^dW 2^---^dW k,

in the j-th handle.

Under the above assumptions d W is diffeomorphic

to

and each W'i is obtained from dBw. by the surgeries

of the (jD + gr+1)-, (p+1)-, and (q + l}-spheres corresponding respectively
to Spi+jq+l, ^fy 1 , and S^1

(i>j) and l-spheres representing the generators

p q+

of 7ri(S? f -), where S ^

\ Sp^\ 5ft 1 , and £,- are those for ¥{ denoted in

Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3.
We note that in Theorem 5.8 and Corollary 5.9, if r = 2 and A
the condition 2p+2q + \<,n may be replaced by the condition p + 2q + 1
<?i by Lemma 4.1 and we need not kill the elements of 7Ti(&) since
S = a point.

So, we have the results corresponding to Theorem 5.3 and

Corollary 5.4.
v)

Generally, including the case when 2n — m^>8, if 2n — m^2, 6,

and 14, we can take each intersection

Dn{ C\ D" to be a homotopy

(2 n — m) -sphere or empty according as ^^=^=0 or Ay = 0, as mentioned at
the section 2.

Of course, we must assume that ArfK2n~~m = Q, if 2n — m

= 2l — 2, for any connected closed (2 n — m) -dimensional TT-manifold K2n~m.
Therefore, a homotopy (2n — m) -sphere corresponds to each ^,7=^=0 and we
can consider the manifold i?^ plumbed along the homotopy (2n — m) -spheres.
Then, treating those homotopy spheres combinatorially, we can decide the
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homotopy type of B$ analogously to the section 3, and consequently have
the results quite similar to those of the section 3.
^ remain unchanged.

Let W=Dm\J {\J D** D*'*}

Theorem 5.10.

Note that the complex

So, we have,

{/i>

be a handlebody and

«• = !

let 2m>3n + 3, Ji>3, and 2n-m^2, 6, 14. Assume that AdK2n~m = Q
for any connected closed n -manifold K2n~m if 2n — ?n = 2l — 2.

Let A = (faj)

= diag(yii, ^2, • • - , Ak) and 0 = diag($i, $ 2 , • • • ? $*)? &>1, where each A {
is an undecomposable r,- X r,- matrix and @i corresponds to A{.
is diffeomorphic

to the manifold

Then W

JF'= fF(tl JF£t| ••• h fF£, the boundary

connected sum of handlebodies W'{ with r,- handles , i = l, 2, • • - , A, which are
obtained from the manifolds B$i — \/{Bj\j = ri-\ ----- h r/ _ i + 1, • • • , ri H ----- h r,-}
i*
^ attaching (2n — m + 2} -handles and 2-handles to dB^i (surgeries at dB^.)
so as to kill, on dBfi^ the (2n — m+ 1) -spheres homotopic to 5f^~ w + 1 (&>/)
and the 1-spheres representing the generators of Tri(^), where

S2ijj~m+l

and ${ are those for $/ denoted in Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, and Bj
are the tubular neighborhoods of S" with., as hemispheres, D" in Dm and
DjH = D»-Xo in the j-th handle.
6.

Applications

In this section, we study the structure of some manifolds as an
application which was the motivation of this paper.

Firstly, we give

some lemmas on surgeries.
Let Mm be a connected m -dimensional manifold, <p : Sk X Dm~k -* Mm
an imbedding, and &€Hk(M)
= x(Mm,(p}

be the modified manifold, <p' \ Dk^1 X Sm-k~l-^M/m
f

of <p, ^eHm_k^(M }

the

Lemma 6.1. If 1 <&<
r

the homology class of (p(SkXo).
m

k 1

Let M'm
the dual

homology class of <p'(p X S ~ - ). Let

-y- | — 2, the inclusion maps i:

i' : M0 C M induce the isomorphisms

M0
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for k + 2<,p<^m — k — 2.

If the order of A is infinite and m = 2n,

<^n — 2 or m = 2n + l, !<^<ra — 13 then the homomorphisms

are isomorphisms and kf is zero or a torsion element.
Proof.

The first half of the

lemma is easily shown using the

homology exact sequences of the pairs (M, M0\ (M'3 -M0), where we note
that H*(M,M0)^H*(SkxDm-\
xSm-k~l, SkxSm-k-1):

SkxSm-*-1) and H*(M',

M0)^H*(Dk+1

The latter half of the lemma is obtained from

the following diagram, a portion of the homology exact sequences of the
pairs (M, M0\ (Mf, M0\

0

Hk^M - >Q^Hk+l(M,M0)

\ '•*/
Hk+lM0

HkM0

/ «\

0

\V

HkM - ,0

/ -\-

H*+1M' -^1> Z^Hk+l(Mf, Moy

HkM -

>0

where 1GZ corresponds to i*l(A) and -A' denotes the homomorphism
which carries each element of Hk^iMr into the intersection number with A'.
From this diagram, we also have
Lemma 6.2» // the order of X is finite and m = 2n, 1 <C& <jn — 2
or m = 2n + I, !<&<> — 1, then
rank #A+ ! M' = rank #^ M+ 1
and the order of A' is infinite.
Remark.

For the lemmas when m = 2n, k = n — I, see []9j.

Let M w (77i>5) be a 1-connected closed 77i-dimensional C°°-manifold
satisfying the following conditions;
[Z

if p = 0, m,

if p = k, m-k
otherwise

(k<m-k\
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the normal bundles of the imbedded ^-spheres which represent

the generators of HkM are trivial.
Then, we can kill HkM so that the surgeries do not affect HPM,
/c + 1 <^p<Lm — k — 1, by Lemma 6.1 if m = 2n, l<^k<^n — 2 or m = 2njrl,
l<^k<^n — 1, and by Proposition 2.3 of Q9] if m = 2n, k = n — l.

So

that, by killing HkM, Mm can be modified to a homotopy /^-sphere £]m,
therefore

(— J] w )$M m to the standard
m

m

construction, we see that (— J^ )$M

77i-sphere Sm.

Reversing

can be obtained from
m k

l

k+l

surgery on a disjoint set of imbeddings /,-: S - ~ X D
..-, r.

m

That is, (-Z )%M

m+l

D

m

k

+l

\J{\jDf- xDl }.

rm+l

= dW

, where

m+l

W

S

this
m

by

m

-^ S , i = l, 2,

is a handlebody

Thus, we have

{/i> i = l

Theorem 6.3.

L^ Mm(m^>5) be a 1-connected closed in- dimensional

C°° -manifold satisfying the above conditions i), ii). Then,
where 2m

Mm=^m$dWrm+ly

*5 ^ homotopy m-sphere and Wm+l is a handlebody Dm+l\J

A
x D f + 1 }. Therefore, if - < ^ < - - , s^c/^ manifolds are ob1=1
3 2
tained, modulo homotopy m-spheres, as the boundaries of manifolds con-

structed from r (k+l)-disk

bundles over (m — K)-spheres by the plumbing

constructions and surgeries mentioned at the previous sections.

(Compare

ra, Lie].)
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